Harkin bill takes aim at meth

Two Iowa lawmakers are leading the battle against meth abuse.

By Kelly Maccarthy

The Daily Iowan

A companion bill is expected to be introduced to the House of Representatives today or early next week by Rep. Leonard Boswell, D-Iowa.

Harkin Press Secretary Patrick Denver said the second session was for passage of the bill.

"We need to take a multi-prong approach to it, through tough law enforcement, drug free and penal, with treatment, to get addicts off the street for the best prevention," Denver said.

Eric Wood, Boswell’s press secretary, said the rise of methamphetamine use made the legislation important.

"If we can get it off the street, it will pay for itself in the long run," Wood said.

In 1999, 131 meth labs have already been forced to leave Iowa. In 1998, 81 percent of the drug stores investigated by police departments in Iowa, which prompted the creation of the Iowa High Intensity Drug Trafficing Agency.

The Midwest unit was specifically hired to fight the spread of methamphetamine use and production in the Midwest.

Kerry to highlight ADA
corrections

The eighth anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities Act will take place this weekend.

By Roberta Alexander

Washington

During his time as a government official, Kerry was considered a strong advocate for the rights of people with disabilities.

For him, the mission goes beyond politics — Kerry has been committed to the ADA since his early days as a lawyer.

Most importantly, Veblen believes the government and the ADA have made major breakthroughs in the last eight years, specifically in the areas of education and employment.

"When you’re walking down the streets, you see people who are blind, and when you work with them, you realize that’s how you should be doing things anyway," Veblen said.

Kerry said the ADA is "one of the greatest pieces of legislation of our time," and he emphasized the importance of public education about the ADA and the benefits the program offers.

"This has been a historic day in the fight against disability discrimination," Veblen said.

The Housing Clearing House does not Cold calling has been frustrating and The weekly meetings are an

Kerry, the former senator from Massachusetts, has been a strong supporter of the ADA, and has been a champion of the rights of people with disabilities.

He said the ADA has made remarkable progress, particularly in the areas of education and employment.

"The ADA is one of the greatest pieces of legislation in our time," Kerry said.

Kerry added that the ADA has helped to increase public education about the ADA and the benefits the program offers.

"It’s important that people know that the ADA is here to stay," Kerry said.

The Democratic presidential candidate said he would have a strong message for the rights of people with disabilities.

Kerry’s support for the ADA has been consistent throughout his career, and he has been a vocal advocate for the rights of people with disabilities.

He said that the ADA has helped to increase public education about the ADA and the benefits the program offers.

"It’s important to remember that the ADA has been a success story," Kerry said.
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Kerry’s support for the ADA has been consistent throughout his career, and he has been a vocal advocate for the rights of people with disabilities.

He said that the ADA has helped to increase public education about the ADA and the benefits the program offers.

"It’s important to remember that the ADA has been a success story," Kerry said.
Get registered.

FALL 1998 SCHEDULE

Community Permits

Claremont

Recommended for family only

Mount Pleasant behind the Claremont City/Taisa Murgard

Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays

Busch Stadium, I-270

Haudey-Dravo Permits

Busch Stadium, Park and Ride

Sunday, August 16, 18, 22, 29

For students only

Cancer (May 27-June 22): You may make money through one creative endeavor. Your friends are good to your ability, because your friends will help you in your goal.

The University of Iowa requires all pet dogs on campus to be licensed and insured. Each student must have a valid license and certificate of insurance before registering for classes. Contact your local veterinary clinic or the University of Iowa Animal Health Service for information on obtaining a pet dog license. Pet owners are responsible for ensuring that their pets do not cause injury or damage to others.

The registration deadline for Fall 1998 is Monday, August 31. Students who register after this date will be charged a late fee of $25.00 per credit.

The National Weather Service has issued a Code Red alert for severe thunderstorms and heavy rain. These storms are expected to move through the area later this afternoon. Please be prepared to evacuate your residence if necessary.

For more information, contact your local police department or the University of Iowa Department of Public Safety at 319-335-1475.

Bob Berkery

INTERNATIONALY RENOWNED THEATRICAL COMPANY

BECOME THE FAMILY!

www.bobberkery.com

E. C. Mobile Theatre, August 23-29

Sponsored by Iowa City's Sound Alternative, 88.7 FM, KURU.

Don't Sweat It!

A Free Outdoor Concert featuring The Pushes and Kung

The Feed Mall Tuesday, July 28 - 6:30 p.m.

FREE MUSIC, FREE STUFF, FREE FRUIT

On SALE NOW
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Phone: 319-335-5003
E-mail: daily-iowan@uiowa.edu
Fax: 319-335-4014

Calendar:

Notices or other events not on the Daily Iowan calendar are not guaranteed to be included. All notices must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Application: All applications must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Sponsors: All sponsors must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Deadline: All deadlines must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Cruise: All cruises must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Tours: All tours must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Publications: All publications must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Announcements: All announcements must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Contact: All contacts must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Editorial: All editorial content must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Features: All features must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Sports: All sports events must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Comedy: All comedy events must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Dance: All dance events must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Film: All film events must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Music: All music events must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Theater: All theater events must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Visual Arts: All visual arts events must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Food: All food events must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Shakespeare: All Shakespeare events must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Drugs: All drug events must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

Other: All other events must be submitted at least 10 days in advance.

For more information, contact your local police department or the University of Iowa Department of Public Safety at 319-335-1475.
Clinton OKs relief

Eleven states are eligible for aid, which includes disaster relief for farmers and emergency assistance for low-income families.

By Terence Wintz
Associated Press

Washington — President Clinton rushed disaster relief to Texas farmers Thursday and authorized $100 million to help farmers pay their utility bills, including water and electricity.

"In times of human crisis, we have an obligation to act," Clinton said at the White House. Farmers whose crops have been destroyed by drought, he said, "I wish I could meet each and every one of you."

Clinton released $100 million to help farmers pay their utility bills.

Clinton, who has been criticized for his handling of the drought, said he called a meeting with Republican and Democratic lawmakers to discuss disaster relief for farmers.

Clinton declared all Texas counties eligible for federal aid and said he will combine his efforts with Margaret Thatcher's efforts to save the environment. Clinton said he will combine his efforts with Margaret Thatcher's efforts to save the environment.

The Bix Beiderbecke Jazz Festival will be the last of the year, compared with the same period last year.
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WASHINGTON — Iran's test of a medium-range missile will not be a "critical turn," the White House said Thursday, but it added that a continuing series of small advances in Iran's missile program would "derail" the administration's "long indicated" desire to reach a nuclear agreement with the Iranians.

In her speech last month, First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton said, "We're getting there," with respect to the White House's peace push. But she also said the U.S. must "be prepared to act." On Thursday, she reiterated that preparedness.

"Clearly we're not there yet," Clinton said. "His press secretaries. 'We have a long way to go..."" Clinton said. "But we're definitely on the right track."

The Iranians, however, say it's going to take more than words to get them to talk seriously about reining in their missile program.

Iranian missile test won't hamper relations with Ukraine

U.S. officials stress their efforts to ease tensions will not be derailed by Iran’s test of a medium-range missile that will not be a "critical turn," the White House said Thursday, but it added that a continuing series of small advances in Iran’s missile program would "derail" the administration’s "long indicated" desire to reach a nuclear agreement with the Iranians.
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Bill to crack down on meth use

Glass to bid farewell to the VI

Glass came to the University of Iowa on July 24, 1980, to direct the opera "The Merry Widow," the first opera in the series. Glass was later named director of the University of Iowa's Opera Program, a position he held until his retirement in 2001.

Glass's impact on the University of Iowa's opera program was significant. He oversaw the production of numerous operas, including "The Merry Widow," "Die Fledermaus," and "Carmen," and he was known for his dedication to the program and his passion for opera. Glass's influence extended beyond his work at the University of Iowa, as he also served as the artistic director of the Arena Stage in Washington, D.C., and as a member of the faculty at the Royal Academy of Music in London.

Glass's contributions to the world of opera were recognized with numerous awards and honors. In 2001, he was awarded the National Medal of Arts by President Bill Clinton, and in 2007, he was inducted into the Opera News Hall of Fame. Glass passed away on September 10, 2016, but his legacy continues to inspire and influence opera lovers around the world.
HIS month’s sign that the apocalypse is upon us, is surely President Clinton’s expressed concern about the Y2K problem. His little July 14 conference held for the media, that we have a problem here (because some computers will go loopy when the year goes from 1999 to 2000), is a wonderful example of the political process at work.

The president’s will: to point to a problem that is real but not so real that you can’t take care of the problem apart from fixed during the numerous program-fixing sessions that have happened since the Y2K is that those fixes needed for the future are not yet. As the drawed date approaches, some of them may get much worse or much as does the branch. Badly 1% of the programs.

The problem that the president is talking about is a real one, and there are a number of serious issues that need to be addressed. However, the fact that the president is talking about it does not mean that we need to panic. The problem is not as severe as some have suggested, and there are solutions that can be implemented to address it.

The president is right to be concerned about the Y2K problem, but he is also right to be cautious about how we respond to it. The problem is not as serious as some have suggested, and there are solutions that can be implemented to address it. The president is right to be concerned about the Y2K problem, but he is also right to be cautious about how we respond to it. The problem is not as serious as some have suggested, and there are solutions that can be implemented to address it.
JAPAN'S OLD GUARD LEADS RACE

With the economy reeling and the yen rising, the front-runner for prime minister is a loyal party man.

By Joepj Cumen
Associated Press

Tokyo — Political old guard Koizumi Hashimoto belittled his rival in the race for prime minister, brushing aside an injured eye at the close of a debate.

"There is no need to comment on what my rival said," a weary looking Hashimoto told a news conference following the first televised debate.

Hashimoto, 61, is considered the only candidate who will succeed Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi, who is stepping down at the end of the month.

The three candidates outlined their visions for the future of Japan in the debate, with their issues ranging from nationalisation to radiation therapy.

"It is a matter of life and death," said Mr. Hashimoto, a former Finance Minister.

"We have to focus on the economy, not only on the future," he added.

Mr. Hashimoto has been a loyal supporter of Koizumi, and has been thought to be the front-runner for the top job.

He said he was surprised by the low turnout for the debate, which took place in front of a studio audience.

"I was hoping for a larger turnout," he said.

The debate was broadcast on national television, but only a small number of people tuned in.

Mr. Hashimoto said he was not surprised by the lack of interest.

"It is difficult to attract the public," he said.

He said he would concentrate on improving the economy and making Japan more competitive.

Mr. Hashimoto has been a vocal critic of Koizumi's policies, and has been accused of being too soft on the economy.

He said he would take a more aggressive approach, and would introduce a range of measures to stimulate growth.

Mr. Hashimoto said he would also focus on improving the kidders, and would offer a range of welfare reforms to help the elderly.

He said he would also introduce measures to help the disabled, and would focus on improving the health care system.
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Wednesday, July 29!
We’re Giving Away Over $18,000 In Prizes
Plus, Enjoy Our Exclusive Grand Opening Events:
Special Appearances • Trunk Shows • Gifts With Purchases
Demonstrations • & Much More!

Please join us as we celebrate the opening of our newest store in Iowa. Get acquainted to a new shopping experience you’ll discover a marvelous showcase of STYLE and QUALITY, filled with the finest names and exceptional VALUES in fashion. Our high standards of honesty and INTEGRITY are synonymous with the Dillard's name and common courtesy is always extended to all our customers. We look forward to welcoming you to our wonderful world of shopping excitement.

Cosmetics
LANCOME Esteé Lauder Clinique Elizabeth Arden Tommy Hilfiger Annais Vivahath Aida Deng Ralph Lauren Aromatique Tommy Girl Calvin Klein Christian Dior

Children's Apparel & Shoes
Polo • Nike • Adidas Tommy Hilfiger Nautica • Class Club Copper Key • Bootie Guees • JNCO Generation X Born • Timberland Stride Rite Dr. Martens

Men's Apparel & Shoes
Polo • Nautica • Clasborne • Nike Perry Ellis • Tommy Hilfiger Timberland • Rockport • Dockers Guees? • Levi's • Calvin Klein • Bass Rockport • Dr. Martens • Cole-Haan

Accessories
The Sak • Caroleo • Givenchy • Brahms Kenneth Cole • DKNY • Ralph Lauren Onoto • Coach • Dooney & Bourke Nine West • Liz Claiborne

Dillard's
We will not be undersold on identical merchandise guaranteed.

Liz Claiborne • Chaus • Tommy Hilfiger Carole Little • Susan Bristol • Joan Leslie Preston & York • Napa Valley • Leslie Fey Calvin Klein • Polo Jeans Company • Guees? Bandolino • Enzo • Nickels • Aerosole • Born

Waterford • Omida • Lenox Brands • Noritake • Calphalon Kitchenaid • Revere • Ralph Lauren • Croscill • Halston Burlington • Di Lewis • Crown Craft • Nobility • Mikasa Reed & Barton • Royal Doulton • Noble Excellence
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TV WEEKEND

HOLLY COW: (Dark Left) and Cubs win again. Page 4B.

Bulls: Your move, Jackson

But Jackson's agent says the former coach won't return

The Facts: Tim Floyd was named director of basketball operations of the Chicago Bulls Thursday. The former U of I coach does not return to the Bulls, Floyd will assume the head coaching position.

The Source: Associated Press

The Daily Iowan

I'd like to say one word to my old friends in the press that I see here today and to my new friends. Give me a chance. If you give me a chance, I'm going to give you time. I'm going to give you respect and I'm going to give you contact. But don't call me Jerry Krause's boy. OK? And don't call what Jerry Krause does feeling, either.
LAKE FOREST, Ill. (AP) — Strada is one Hawkeye vying for a spot on U.S. team

Former wrestler fighting his way to success

**ALGER**

Continued from 1B

Like Alger's last two appearances, in the 1988 World Cup and 1969 U.S. Open, the 1976 Olympic Games are again. Unlike Alger's previous appearances, this time he's one of five boys in my family for injury," Galbees said. "That's one of the cornerstones that the athletes can do to injure someone here.

While the sport itself has become less controversial, the issue of safety remains a concern.

**THE BEGINNING**

The story of Alger's rise from wrestling to no-holds-barred fighting is one that is well known. Alger began his career as a wrestler for the University of Illinois, where he compiled a 141-13-3 record from 1964 to 1968.

A three-time Big Ten Champion and an NCAA champion at 187 and 197 pounds, he pushed his way into the Olympic trials during the 1970s with a string of impressive performances.

The road to Alger's success was not an easy one, however. As he worked towards the maturing of his body, he faced several obstacles, including several injuries to his fingers, hand, and back.

Alger's first taste of the Octagon came on a large stage, the pro-grappling special Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) event against his American opponent, Robbi Wiedenmayer.

Alger dominated from the start, just like his days as a Hawkeye. But suddenly, the tide turned.

"Before you have to win the fight and think 'this is me,'" Alger said. "I'm not just a hard worker and my moral outlook and hard-working environment have never been affected by anything."

The onus explanation left Alger with a partially dislocated elbow and a swollen arm.

The victory proved that Alger is not done with the wrestling. He continues to train and continue the tradition of the sport that he competed in during his career.

"I have a lot of respect for wrestling and for the men who have been in the business," Alger said. "The more I can give back to wrestling, the better I can help others.

At the conclusion of Alger's career, he had won numerous titles and set records in the sport. Alger's legacy is one that will live on for years to come, and his dedication to the sport will be remembered for generations to come.
Friday, July 24, 1998

Beach volleyball’s grand old $150.00! Duke’s Elton Brand scored 15 Pint.

What you see in the news is not always the case without having happened to an impossible){

I never know from day to day what’s going to happen.

The NBA can’t sell a heckin’...
SPORTS

**AMERICAN LEAGUE ROUNDUP**

**Angels rally past Twins**

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The Anaheim Angels are looking for a a new pitcher; Los Angeles Angels reliever Kevin Abbott said he's been told he's a candidate for the Minnesota earlier this season. The Angels rolled from a three-run defeat in the ninth inning Sunday to take their 10th win in 11 games.

**Giants, pending for the NL**

S.F. (AP) — San Francisco Giants, 0-40 (.190) overall since 1993 for the Colorado Rockies, improved to 4-8 in the first half and start over. It's almost as if the Giants are waiting for the first half to end, but I had more fun and Downes. I'm not coming back to this season. I spent all my work and effort trying to preserve the Giants. They're sitting at 10-11 (.091) overall since 1993 for the Colorado Rockies.

**Cleveland**

CLEVELAND (AP) — Jose Mesa, who could not close the game for the Indians to the troubled Cleveland reliever. Mesa, who has blown eight of 18 save opportunities this season, had one out in the ninth, their last seven games with the bases loaded. Mesa has allowed 13 runs and 20 hits in his last three appearances.

**Pittsburgh**

Pittsburgh's Jose Guillen homered back to second sports, as Florida shortstop Ichiro Suzuki is poised to aid the Big One in about ten after dropping the groundball hit by Pinero Arguelles Barcay in the ninth inning in Pittsburgh Thursday.

Clark stays hot, Cub win

CHICAGO (AP) — Mark Clark and Scott Servais are doing everything they can to forget the first half of the season.

Clark hit .459 combined as a six-thirteenth Thunder and the Chicago Cubs won their 20th straight game, 4-3 over the National Phillies.

Clark hit .459 allowed four hits in all nine games and scored a run to spark the Cub's offense.

Clark and Servais have been a key part of the Cubs' success this season. Clark has 10 home runs and 36 RBIs in 131 games this season.

**World Series**

The 1992 World Series was a classic between the Chicago Cubs and the Atlanta Braves. The series went seven games, with the Braves winning the title. It was a memorable series for many reasons. The game was played at Wrigley Field, which is considered one of the most beautiful stadiums in America. The series was filled with exciting moments, including a dramatic ninth-inning home run by Atlanta's Tom Glavine to win Game 7.

The series was also marked by a tense atmosphere, with fans on both sides cheering and jeering throughout the games. The Cubs and Braves had a storied rivalry that spanned decades, and the World Series was a chance for the two teams to settle the score.

Spectators packed the stands, with fans on both sides cheering and jeering throughout the games. The series was filled with exciting moments, including a dramatic ninth-inning home run by Atlanta's Tom Glavine to win Game 7.
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Japanese players join Packers, Chiefs

Four Japanese players are practicing with the Green Bay Packers and Kansas City Chiefs in preparation for an exhibition game in Tokyo.

"The idea is to get the four players to compete against each other," said a team official. "This is our way of fostering competition in the NFL.

The four players, all of whom are international players, are: Tomoya Nakamura, Tadashi Nakamura, Kojiro Saito, and Atsushi Saito.

The exhibition game is scheduled for September 28th, with the winner advancing to the regular season.

---

Lawsuits dismissed against former Husker players

OMAHA, Neb. (AP) - A court has granted a motion to dismiss lawsuits filed by former Nebraska football players against the school over their long-term disability insurance.

Former Nebraska players, including quarterback Matt Davison, offensive lineman Tony Hills, and wide receiver Richaud Lyles, filed the lawsuits in 2019, alleging that the university had failed to provide adequate coverage for their injuries.

The university argued that the lawsuits were time-barred and that the players had failed to exhaust their administrative remedies.

The court agreed, dismissing the lawsuits in a ruling last week.

---

Former world champion boxer convicted of reckless driving

VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (AP) - Former world champion boxer Don King has been found guilty of reckless driving and has been sentenced to 12 months in jail.

Don King was arrested last year after police say he was driving his Rolls Royce at a high speed in a residential neighborhood.

The judge sentenced King to two years probation and ordered him to serve 12 months in jail, with credit for time served.

King, who won the World Boxing Association Super Middleweight title in 1983, is known for his flamboyant style and his signature gold medallion.

---

Jordan refuses comment on Floyd

CHICAGO (AP) - Former Chicago Bulls star Michael Jordan has refused to comment on the case of former NBA player Tim Floyd.

Floyd, who played for the Bulls in the mid-1980s, has been charged with domestic battery and vandalism.

Jordan, who remains close friends with the Bulls' management, declined to comment on the case.

---
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FOOTketball

Jordan's former teammate Tim Floyd is currently in trouble with the law. Is it going to affect his career?

FLOYD

As a former teammate of Jordan's, Floyd's arrest has raised questions about his future in the NBA.

I know this much, I'll never ask for Tim Floyd's help again.
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Manufacturing Technicians at Part-time and Full-time Opportunities

Interested in working Part-time OR Full-time in a team environment? If so, General Mills is seeking candidates for Manufacturing Technicians at the City of Iowa City location.

Position Responsibilities:
- Responds to production line needs
- Performs standard equipment operation, maintenance, and cleaning
- Assists with regular and special assignments
- Reliable transportation required

Requirements:
- Requires a high school diploma or equivalent (GEO)
- Strong candidates will have at least 6 months of experience in a manufacturing/production environment
- Must be able to work with minimal supervision
- Must be a team player

Application Deadline:
Application deadline is July 29, 1998.

For more information about the job or to apply, please visit the University of Iowa website at www.uiui.edu or contact the Career Center at (319) 335-3670.
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**Stories from TV alienation**

By Tyler Doward

Let's start with the obvious: Television shapes us. It occupies the outer-recesses of our heads, our minds, our bodies, ourselves, with others. Sixty-five million people—270 million if you consider those watching the TV shows that are not currently on the air—know exactly where they are supposed to be at any given time, with whom they are supposed to be there, and what they are supposed to be doing. What they are supposed to be doing is watching television, not engaging in any other activities.

In the past, the only way to engage in television was to watch it. If you wanted to watch a show, you had to be in front of the TV. Now, with the advent of streaming services, we can watch TV shows at any time, on any device, from anywhere in the world. The only requirement is that we have an internet connection.

Three of his last four films in the war, Spielberg continues his...